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Abstract. In the big data era, learning-based techniques have attracted more and
more attention in many industry areas such as smart grid, intelligent transportation.
The power load forecasting is one of the most critical issues in data analysis of smart
grid. However, learning-based methods have not been widely used due to the poor
data quality and computational capacity. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive
learning-based model to forecast heavy and over load (HOL) accidents according to
the data from various information systems. At first, we present a combined random
under- and over-sampling technique for imbalanced electric data, and choose an
optimal sampling rate through several experiments. Then, we reduce the attributes
that have significant impact on the power load by using learning-based methods.
Finally, we provide an algorithm based on the random forest method to prevent
the over-fitting problem. We evaluate the proposed model and algorithms with the
real-world data provided by China Grid. The experimental results show that our
model works efficiently and achieves low error rates.
Keywords: Data mining, power load, random sampling, random forest, smart grid
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, as the development of information systems and intelligent electronic
devices in power grid companies increases [1, 2, 35], the data-oriented applications
have attracted more and more attention in both industry and academic fields. On the
one hand, we can take advantage of the big volume and velocity data for knowledge
understanding. On the other hand, the employed intelligent and adaptive elements
in smart grid require more advanced techniques for big data analysis scenarios, such
as power load forecasting.
With the development of economics, the heavy and over load (HOL) accidents
are increasing recently, which not only gives rise to the inconvenience of our lives,
but brings a great deal of economy loss. Existing studies [6] mainly focused on ap-
plying statistical methods to analyse the data derived from production systems only.
However, the power load can be affected by many factors from external sources, such
as weather, human behaviour and economic pattern. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop novel models and methods to achieve better performance in load forecasting
with the integrated datasets from various sources.
This paper proposes a comprehensive learning-based model to forecast the HOL
accidents based on the multi-source data. We obtain the real power load data from
the production system of China grid. The dataset contains three-year records of
load and the information of power transformers, connecting lines and customers in
Shandong Province. By deeply exploring the real-world data, we found that there
are three main issues that need to be solved:
1. how to practically improve a poor quality of the original data;
2. how to effectively observe the related factors with power load from the multi-
source data; and
3. how to accurately and efficiently predict the HOL based on the massive data.
In order to deal with the problems mentioned above, we first presented a com-
bined random under- and over-sampling technique for imbalanced electric data, and
chose an optimal sampling rate according to experimental results. Then we pro-
vided an algorithm for associated feature analysis to extract strong related features
with HOL by using association mining methods. The results can either benefit the
customers from understanding their electricity consumption patterns and adjust-
ing their electricity consumption strategies more economically, or help the company
make high-quality decisions and adopt effective measures to prevent HOL accidents.
In addition, it plays an important role in dimension reduction for the following learn-
ing task. Finally, we provided an algorithm based on the random forest method to
classify the HOL patterns, meanwhile prevent from the over-fitting problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the re-
cent studies related to the topic. Through analyzing and summarizing the existing
research about load classification and the characteristic of HOL, a comprehensive
model for power load analysis in smart grid is provided in Section 3. Considering that
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the HOL cases are minority in load data, a particular sampling method is proposed
in Section 4. Section 5 presents useful feature analysis methods for decision making
and multi-variables reduction. The comparison of conventional classification algo-
rithms and a specific performance evaluation metric of HOL models are presented in
Section 6. Section 7 validates the performance of the model and methods proposed
in this paper with extensive experiments. The paper is concluded in Section 8.
2 RELATED WORK
There are different criteria to classify the power load forecasting models applied
to the large areas. In terms of forecasting interval, it can be identified as short-
term (a day/week ahead), medium-term (a day/week to a year ahead) [4] and long-
term (more than a year) [5]. While, with respect to forecasting outputs, it can be
categorised as point forecasts, density forecasts and nominal load forecasting.
Various models and methods have been proposed for electric load forecasting [6],
and most papers focus on short-term load forecasting since it is an important tool
in the day-to-day operation of utility systems [7]. The enriched short-term load
forecasting methods can be classified into several categories. First, there are clas-
sical statistical models on time series which include stochastic process models [14],
exponential smoothing [13], ARMA [9], ARIMA [10, 12] and regression models [15].
In order to solve nonlinearity of electricity demand series artificial neural networks,
fuzzy logic and some hybrid approaches have also received substantial attention in
load forecasting. The work in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] proposes artificial neural net-
works (ANN) models. ANN models performs well, since ANNs can learn the load
series and model an unspecified nonlinear relationship between load and weather
attributes. Fuzzy logic [21, 22, 23] methods are often good at drawing similarities
from huge data. Particle swarm optimization is used in combination with fuzzy neu-
ral networks [24]. However, nowadays, machine learning algorithms have been used
for power load forecasting and achieved relatively good performance. In general,
learning-based methods are often with better self-learning and knowledge detection
abilities.
From an overall investigation, we noticed that most papers in power load fore-
casting field focus on power load regression. There is a minimal research on power
load classification and forecasting, especially on HOL forecasting. HOL forecasting
is a new and promising research direction. As HOL accidents increased in the recent
years it will bring big economic losses and inconvenience to everyone. It is critical
issue to provide a high-accurate forecasting model.
3 A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL FOR HEAVY
AND OVER LOAD ANALYSIS
In smart grids, the power load data is ‘Big’, which implies the data is real-time
and dynamic, and the type is complex and heterogeneous. These characteristics
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make it rather difficult for power load forecasting. The hot learning-based method
have not been widely used due to poor data quality and computational capacity.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive learning-based model for big power data
forecasting. In [3], it proposes a five-phase workflow for power load classification, but
the main attention is paid to the clustering model implementation phrase. In this
paper, we constructed a comprehensive model with seven stages, including data, data
quality assessment, data processing, feature analysis, classification model building,
forecasting and result visualization as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. A comprehensive model for heavy and over load forcasting
Our seven-stage workflow can be categorised into three submodules, such as
data preprocessing, data analysis and results visualization. For data preprocessing,
its first step is data collecting from various information systems. For example, the
equipment, consumer and load information from power load system, the weather
information from internet. In a more realistic situation, the quality of the real data
is poor, so data quality assessment is necessary [46, 47]. Currently, we only check
the missing value rate of data set. In future, a load data quality assessment model
will be provided. High quality data often performs well in learning-based model.
We provide a detailed data processing statement in this paper. There are three
main operations, including dispersing consecutive attributes into nominal, filling
missing value and sampling for balancing HOL. In this paper, we aim at preventing
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HOL accidents, so we discrete the consecutive load into normal, heavy and over
load. Moreover, HOL classes are minority in power load data (the HOL defined as
positive by convention, the majority class is negative). The learner for imbalanced
data sets is always apt to predict the majority class better but behaves poorly to the
minority class. So we provide a combined sampling technique for balancing data,
related details will be shown in Section 4.
For data analysis submodule, it includes feature analysis, building classification
model and forecasting. In smart grid environment, the power data is big, not only
because it contains a huge number of records, but because it contains a large number
of attributes. However, many attributes are irrelevant or redundant for classification.
They considerably degrade the classification algorithm performance [48]:
1. greatly lower the efficiency;
2. cause the prediction deviation.
After comparing the existing feature selection and analysis methods, we put forward
the association rules mining (ARM) technique [36, 37]. There are three reasons:
1. The ARM utilizes the frequent itemsets, it is efficient and applied easily for big
data.
2. We want to extract the association among multi-attributes from various infor-
mation systems.
3. The mining rules on IF THEN format supports decision making for regulators
and visualized easily.
The details will be discussed in Section 5. With respect to building classification
model and forecasting, we compare the learning-based methods with traditional time
series and intelligent methods, the former is more suitable for our data. Then we
further compare the well-known learning algorithms: SVM, bagging and Random
Forest through experiments. Finally, we choose Random Forest method in this
paper to prevent over-fitting of imbalanced HOL data and we gain high accuracy.
The details will be shown in Section 6.
In recent years, the data visualization [8] submodule has attracted a lot of atten-
tion in the big data era. The knowledge discovered from the original data is required
to be presented in a proper way to users, especially for decision makers. Visualiza-
tion performs well making large data sets better accessible using techniques like
selecting and zooming. Some visual results are displayed in the following sections.
4 DATA PREPROCESSING
The power load behaviour can be influenced by a number of factors, such as eco-
nomic, social, time or environmental factors. Thus, the data are collected from
various information systems. After fetching data, the quality of real data is often
poor. In order to gain high accuracy, it is important to process the original data. In
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this paper, we process it through standardization and discretization, filling missing
values and data balancing. More details are displayed in this section.
4.1 Data Collection
1. Collecting internal data from power database
We fetch load information from electric power database mainly in 10 tables,
which can be classified into Consumer Information, Transformer Information,
Transformer Areas Information, Measure Points Information and Energy Meter
Information.
2. Crawling external data from internet
The power load behaviour can also be influenced by external factors (we define
the information fetched outside the power database as external factors), such
as season, holiday and weather information, etc. These information could be
obtained by crawling or purchasing. For simplicity, we selected typical weather
and holiday information for analysis. The two data sets are crawled from the
related websites with high quality maintained.
After getting the internal and external data sets, they are integrated into a big
table based on relative keys.
4.2 Data Processing
1. Standardization and discretization
In this paper, we are mainly interested in HOL pattern. So, it is necessary to
discretize consecutive load data into different patterns. Firstly, we standardized
the load data as the variants of equipment and lines. Basically, the load-rate
(see Equation (1)) is often used to standardize the load data. The distribution
transformer (DT) works normal when its load-rate ranges from [0, 0.8]. When
the load-rate surpasses 0.8 the DT works under heavy or even over load and has
to endure more heat and higher temperatures, which results in malfunctions.
After discussion with the power production specialists, we discrete the power
load into normal, heavy and over load, as presented in Table 1, based on the





where a is the apparent power, and c is the capacity of distribution transform.
2. Filling missing values
The poor quality of the original data set, is one challenge for implementing
learning-based methods. For example, some attributes for customers can reach
40 % missing rate. Therefore, we provided a method based on k neighbours with
the same class labels to fill missing values. For numeric attributes, the missing
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Class Daily Load Factor Class Label
normal load [0, 0.8] 0
heavy load (0.8, 1] 1
over load (1,+∞) 2
Table 1. Discrete value of daily load factor
value is filled by the mean of k neighbours with the same label. For categorical
attributes, the missing value is filled by the mode (the most frequent) values of
k neighbours with the same label. In general, parameter k should not be small.
If k is small, it is sensitive to outliers or noise. If k equals the number of samples
in the same class, it transforms to fill the missing value by mean/mode of the
samples in the same class. The code is shown in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1 fillingMissingValues
Input:
Original data with missing values Dna;
Output:
Idx of missing value: id, Filled Data: D;
1: coidx ← which(Dna[, ncol(Dna)] == 0); c1idx ← which(Dna[, ncol(Dna)] == 1);
2: c2idx ← which(Dna[, ncol(Dna)] == 2);
3: D0na ← Dna[coidx, ]; D1na ← Dna[c1idx, ]; D2na ← Dna[c2idx, ];
4: for i in 1 : seq(ncol(D0na)− 1) do
5: if any(idx← is .na(D0na[, i]))) then
6: D0na[idx, i]← centralValue(D0na[, i]);
7: end if
8: end for
9: for i in 1 : seq(ncol(D1na)− 1) do
10: if any(idx← is.na(D1na[, i]))) then
11: D1na[idx, i]← centralValue(D1na[, i]);
12: end if
13: end for
14: for i in 1 : seq(ncol(D2na)− 1) do
15: if any(idx← is .na(D2na[, i]))) then
16: D2na[idx, i]← centralValue(D2na[, i]);
17: end if
18: end for
19: D ← replace Dna by filled D0na, D1na, D2na;
20: return D
3. Data balancing
The real electric power databases are unbalanced, as the HOL accidents are
relatively few. The forecasting system based on the original data distribution
can easily be over-fitting and inaccurate. Therefore, data balancing is essential.
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Algorithm 2 centralValue
Input:
Vector: x, parameter: k; missing idx: id;
Output:
centralValue: cv;
1: if k/2 == 0 then
2: print parameter k should be odd;
3: return 0;
4: else
5: if is .numeric(x) then
6: k m← k−1
2
;
7: cv ← median(x[id− k m + 1, id + k m], na.rm = T );
8: else
9: x← as .factor(x);




There are different methods dealing with unbalanced data sets, such as random
over-sampling, random under-sampling, threshold moving and ensemble [34].
Random over-sampling is unsuitable for big data. Threshold moving is relatively
weaker for the multi-class problem. Ensemble techniques include several classic
integrated algorithms, such as Bagging, Boosting and Random Forest, will be
discussed in the following section.
Based on the characteristics of power load data, in this paper, we provided a hy-
brid method by combining random under-sampling and over-sampling. Beause
the HOL samples are relatively fewer, if we only use random under-sampling to
reducing regular samples, the training data decreases quickly, which may affect
the performance of learning regular data. The hybrid method reduces regular
samples to a certain degree, then adds HOL samples into the dataset. Each class
samples are sufficient for learning and the learned classifier performs better with
HOL. In order to further improve the accuracy, we chose different sample rates
and tested them through the performance of classifiers. The comparative results
are shown in Section 7.1.2.
5 FEATURE ANALYSIS BASED ON ASSOCIATION RULES MINING
Feature analysis plays an important role in classifying system. Nowadays, the power
load pattern is influenced by many factors, such as equipment capacity, consumer
behavior, environmental condition, demographic and economic condition, etc. So,
the data are from various information systems. But, some of the attributes may
be redundant or irrelevant and some of the attributes may be strongly associated.
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In this paper, on one hand, we aim at analyzing the association among attributes
from various information systems. On the other hand, we expect to select associated
features and delete redundant or irrelevant attributes.
In terms of feature selection, it aims at reducing the irrelevant and redundant
variables from the data set. One of the most popular unsupervised methods in this
field is the principle component analysis (PCA) method. This method transforms
the existing high-dimensional attributes into new low-dimensional ones which are
the linear combination of existing attributes. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
is a well-known supervised method for projecting high-dimensional data onto a low
dimensional space where the data gains maximum class separability [41]. But the
two methods are not immune against distortion under transformation. For exam-
ple, a linear scaling of the input attributes can cause serious changes to the re-
sults. In addition, entropy-based feature selection method is used frequently. But
it is computationally intensive [42], its computational complexity will be O(N2),
where N is the number of samples. It is time-consuming for large power load
data.
Recently, data mining methodologies are described by [43]. For example, associa-
tion rule mining (ARM) method was used to select the most relevant features [36, 37].
For feature association analysis, ARM is the most famous method. It generates the
most frequent feature subsets which are highly associated. In addition, the min-
ing rules in format IF THEN are understood easily for users and support decision
making. So, in this paper, we utilize Apriori (the most famous ARM algorithm) to
feature selection and association analysis.
In this paper, the association rules are transformed into non binary problems
with form {Ii = vi, . . . , Ij = vj} ⇒ {Ik = vk, . . . , Im = vm}, where {Ii, . . . , Ij} and
{Ik, . . . , Im} are mutually exclusive subsets of attributes as A and B above, and
{vi, . . . , vj}, {vk, . . . , vm} are corresponding values of the attributes. Our rules min-
ing process is presented as Algorithm 3. Firstly, we normalized the attributes into
nominal. Then, we set the consequent as {load = 1} and {load = 2} respectively,
the remaining attributes as antecedent to extract rules related with HOL (defined
as rules1 and rules2), where load is our target attribute and {1, 2} represent heavy
and over load. Rules are mining separately because of the their different rates in
the actual data set. Finally, reducing the redundancy of rules1 and rules2, and
splitting the attributes of the reduced redundancy rules as the features for HOL
learning.
6 CLASSIFICATION MODEL BASED ON RANDOM FOREST
6.1 Comparison of Classification Models
Load classification is to partition various load pattern into groups. There are many
different models which can be categorized into traditional time series methods and
intelligent methods. The drawbacks of traditional methods such as linear regression,
time series [11] model (ARIMA, exponential smoothing) are that they only take time
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Algorithm 3 Feature analysis algorithm
Input:
Preprocessed data D = {v1, v2, . . . , vn, c};
Parameters for association rules mining s, c and l;
Output:
Extracting related rules and features for heavy and over load and rule1−pruned ,
rule1 − pruned , feature;
Reduced data D∗
1: D′ ← normalize the variables into nominal;
2: rule1 ← apriori(D′, parameter = list(minlen = 2,maxlen = l, supp = s, conf =
c), appearance = list(rhs = c(”load = 1”), default = ”lhs”));
3: while length(rule1)==0 do
4: s = s× 0.7;
5: rule1 ← apriori(D′, parameter = list(minlen = 2,maxlen = l, supp =
s, conf = c), appearance = list(rhs = c(”load = 1”), default = ”lhs”));
6: end while
7: rule1 − sort ← sort extracted rule1 by lift ;
8: rule1 − pruned ← reduce redundant of rule1 − sort ;
9: feature1 ← c()
10: for i in 1 : nrow(rule1 − pruned) do
11: temp ← strsplit rule1 − pruned [i, 1];
12: feature1 ← c(feature1, temp)
13: end for
14: feature1 ← single feature1;
15: rule2 ← apriori(D′, parameter = list(minlen = 2,maxlen = l, supp = s, conf =
c), appearance = list(rhs = c(”load = 2”), default = ”lhs”));
16: rule2 − prunded ← sort, reduce redundancy rule2 as step3, . . . , step8;
17: feature2 ← strsplit rule2 − prunded as step9, . . . , step14;
18: feature ← union feature1 and feature2;
19: D∗ ← D′[, feature];
20: return rule1 − pruned , rule2 − pruned , feature, D∗
sequence features into consideration, and it is difficult to deal with non-linear nature
of load pattern. Thus the intelligent methods have been practiced, such as expert
system and artificial neural networks (ANN). The ANN forecasting model gives
better performance with nonlinearity issue, but most of the NN models adopt the
gradient descent based back-propagation learning scheme to minimizes the mean
square error during training process. The error in the training data set is good, but
performs badly when out-of-sample data is presented to the network, which yields
limited generalization capability.
Recently, the machine learning methods were applied into this field. The widely
utilized algorithms are Support Vector Machine (SVM) [26] and decision trees.
SVM is to find a maximum-margin hyperplane which separates the n-dimensional
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data perfectly into its multi-classes, when dealing with nonlinearly separable prob-
lems, it is often computationally expensive and easily over-fitting. The tree model,
such as CART and ID3, is over-fitting easily when dealing with unbalanced data
set. Because it only builds a single decision tree which has limited generaliza-
tion capacity. Thus, the ensemble learning method is proposed for its excellent
generalization and accurate ability. Ensemble learning, such as Boosting, Bagging
and Random Forest, is a combination of multiple tree predictors. In Boosting,
base tree predictors pay attention to wrongly predicted points by earlier predic-
tors, the wrongly predicted points were given extra weight to successive trees train-
ing. And taking a weighted vote for prediction in the end. In Bagging, successive
trees are constructed based on a bootstrap sample of data independently instead
of depending on earlier trees. And the majority vote is taken for prediction in the
end.
While, Random Forest is another ensemble learning method with little difference.
Firstly, bootstrap samples are taken from the original data as in Bagging. For each
of the bootstrap samples, it changes how the classification trees are built, at each
node, instead of using the best split among all variables as standard trees, using the
best among a randomly chosen subset of predictors at that node. It turns out that
the somewhat counterintuitive strategy performs better than other classifiers such
as SVM and neural networks and also are robust against [33] over-fitting. In the
end, a majority vote for classification or average for regression is taken for prediction
as in Bagging. In addition, the generalization error for forests converges to a limit
as the number of trees in the forest becomes large [33].
The objective analysis of various classification methods on real load data is
shown in Section 7. In order to gain in accuracy, we also compare the generalization
error of different number of trees through the experiments.
6.2 Evaluating Metric for Classification Model
In general, the performance of classifiers is evaluated in terms of testing error and
training time. In this paper, we mainly pay attention to HOL classes. Because HOL
accidents will cause huge damage when incorrectly forecasted to normal load. So, we
provided a particular evaluation metric for the proposed model. We firstly computed
the accuracy (abbreviated as A) of all correctly classified load of the classifier. Then,
we observed sensitivity (abbreviated as S) of correctly classified HOL of big concern.
The sensitivity is often used to evaluate the classifiers’ performance on unbalanced
data. In addition, we calculated the error-risk (abbreviated as R) of HOL wrongly
classified as regular load, which could lead to enormous losses. In this paper, we
expect error-risk towards zero as well as with high sensitivity. Table 2 illustrates
a confusion matrix of our three-class problem and the computational formula of
the above evaluation metrics as in Equations (2), (3), (4), where nij represents the
number of original class i that is predicted into class j.
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Class Predicted Normal Predicted Heavy Load Predicted Over Load
normal load n11 n12 n13
heavy load n21 n22 n23
over load n31 n32 n33
Table 2. Confusion matrix of three-class problem
A =
n11 + n22 + n33








n21 + n22 + n23 + n31 + n32 + n33
. (4)
7 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we are going to examine the performance of our comprehensive
learning model on real datasets. We will see that, the methods used in our model
performs better than others.
7.1 Dataset Preprocessing
7.1.1 Data Description
In this paper, the internal power load data are fetched from the power system. It
contains three years power records of Shandong Province in China, 949 952 records
in total. And, it contains 24 condition attributes (see Table 3), which can be
classified into 5 types: Consumer Information, Transformer Information, Trans-
former Areas Information, Measure Points Information and Energy Meter Informa-
tion.
We choose Weather and Holiday as the external factors which were crawled
from [45]. The external factors includes 7 attributes, where HIGH TEMP and
LOW TEMP mean the highest and the lowest temperature of a day, OUKLOOK
is the weather condition of a day, MEAN HIGH and MEAN LOW indicate mean
highest and lowest temperature of a month, LAW HOLIDAY is a binary attribute
and indicates legal holiday.
In this paper, we partition the dataset into training and testing data by 7:3.
All the experiments are conducted on a computer with 16 GB RAM and Intel
Core i5 CPU running the Microsoft Windows 7 Professional operating system. All
algorithms are implemented using R language.
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TRADE CODE CONTRACT CAP RUN CAP
Consumer DATA WHOLE FLAG SHIFT NO CHK CYCLE
Information LODE ATT CODE HEC INDUSTRY CODE RRIO CODE
ELEC TYPE CODE CONS SORT CODE ORG NO
Transformer INST DATE PLATE CAP FRST RUN DATE
Information COOL MODE CHG CAP PROTECT MODE
MS FLAG
Transformer RUN STATUS CODE
Areas TYPE CODE
Measure Point VOLT CODE
Energy Meter T FACTOR
Weather HIGH TEMP LOW TEMP OUKLOOK
Holiday MEAN HIGH MEAN LOW WEEK DAY
Information LAW HOLIDAY
Table 3. Data attributes
7.1.2 Balancing Rate
The original rates of normal, heavy load and over load samples are 0.957, 0.026,
0.017. We can see that, the power load data is extremely unbalanced, HOL cases as
our interested classes are minority. To increase sensitivity (S) of HOL minority, we
combine random under and over sampling techniques to balance real power data. In
this paper, we test several different sample rates for balancing data to set a optimal
sample rate. The accuracy (A), sensitivity (S) and error-risk (R) of the classifiers
based on different sample rates are shown on Figure 2. We can see that, even if the
accuracy (A) decreases, our concerned sensitivity (S) increases with the increasing
sample rate of HOL, meanwhile, the error-risk (R) tends towards zero. But, the
sample rate is not the bigger the better, the sensitivity (S) decreases when the
sample rate reaches 40. So, we set optimal sample rate as 40 for the following test,
where sample-rate = (n1 + n2)/n0 and n0, n1, n2 represent the number of normal,




CHK CYCLE check cycle (mouth)
PLATE CAP plate capacity
RUN CAP runtime capacity
SHIFT NO shifts number (refer to State Grid Corporation of China)
ELEC TYPE CODE electric type code (refer to State Grid Corporation of China)
ORG NO power supply unit number
CONS SORT CODE consumer category (01:low voltage non resident)
Table 4. Extracted consumer variables
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Figure 2. Comparison of different balancing rates
7.2 Feature Analysis
After balancing data, we utilize Apriori algorithm for feature selection and asso-
ciation analysis. Figure 3 shows the scatter plot for extracted rule2 and rule1,
respectively. We can see that the mining rules are both with high confidence and
lift , where the confidence and lift are two popular measure for association rules
mining [35]. All lifts are ( 1) which means strong association with HOL. Fur-
ther, we visualize the first six rules of rule2 and rule1 with highest lift in Fig-
ure 4.
Most attributes on the mining rules are mostly consumer related attributes,
see Table 4. For example, the rule {RUN CAP = 400,CONS SORT CODE =
1} ⇒ {load = 1} means that capacity shortage of the low voltage non resident is
prone to cause heavy load. Meanwhile, holiday factor will effect load behavior too,
{RUN CAP = 400,PLATE CAP = 400,LAW HOLIDAY = 0} ⇒ {load = 1} im-
plies that on weekdays capacity shortage tends to heavy load, (where
LAW HOLIDAY = 0) means non-legal holiday. In addition, {INST DATE =
1990/1/1} ⇒ {load = 2} shows that aging facilities are with high probability of
over load, so the electric power group should change device periodic. So, the min-


































b) Scatter plot for rules of heavy load
Figure 3. Scatter plot for heavy and over load
ing rules will help decision makers to take measures to prevent heavy and over load
phenomenon and consumers can adjust their electricity consumption strategies more
economically.
In addition, to validate the effectiveness of ARM for feature selection, we com-
pare ARM method with the traditional feature selection method based on expertise
(defined as EXPERT). The attributes based on EXPERT contains the Weather and
time series attributes, where the time series attributes refers to former seven days
load. The performance of the two random forest model based on ARM and EXPERT
are shown in Figure 5. We can see that the sensitivity (S) of ARM-RF (Random
Forest model based on ARM) performs better than EXPERT-RF (Random Forest
model based on EXPERT), the error-risk (R) of the two models both approach zero.
So, the ARM method for feature selection is applicable.
Data Size RF Time (s) SVM Time (s)
3 ∗ 103 3 34
3 ∗ 104 30 300
3 ∗ 105 420 break
Table 5. Efficiency, S and R comparison of different data size
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a) Rule 2 of head lift b) Rule 1 of head lift
Figure 4. Rules of head lift
7.3 Classification Methods Analysis
After comparison with traditional time series, intelligent method and learning based
method in Section 5, the latter is more suitable in big electric power data. In learn-
ing based methods, we finally utilize Random Forest algorithm for model learning,
because Random Forest method prevents unbalanced power data from over-fitting
and has a much higher efficiency. In this part, we test it through objective experi-
ments with other well known machine learning methods, Bagging, SVM. Firstly we
compare the sensitivity (S) and error-risk (R) of Random Forest (RF), Bagging and
SVM, Random Forest performs best among these three algorithms, see Figure 6.
But, we also see that the S of HOL based on Random Forest is only 0.77, this is
because HOL classes are actually quite similar. In application, it is reasonable to ne-
glect the indistinguishability between heavy and over load, because misclassification
between them bring little risk. Based on our methods, we minimize the error-risk
as well as with highest sensitivity, the error-risk (R) of these three classifiers is zero.
In addition, we have to mention that the SVM algorithm is more time consuming
than Random Forest (RF) during experiment. See Table 5, with the data size in-
creasing, the SVM method tends to break. But, the RF model is robust with good
scalability. So, our HOL forecasting system based on Random Forest is effective and
accurate.
Then, we validate that the generalization error for forests converges to a limit
as the number of trees in the forest becomes large, see Figure 7. So, there is no need
to construct a big Random Forest for efficiency.
In summary, all these experiments validate that our comprehensive learning
model and methods for HOL forecasting are precise, robust and good for applica-
tion.

































Figure 6. Performance comparison of RF, Bagging and SVM
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Figure 7. The error rate of Random Forest with different trees
8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper reported a comprehensive heavy and over load classification model in
smart grid environment, we provide detailed information of every module. The
forecasting model was generated by combined random under- and over-sampling
techniques for imbalanced power data, association rules mining (ARM) for valuable
feature selection and decision analysis, Random Forest model for highest precision
forecasting. It is proved that such model and process architecture are efficient,
accurate and implementable. The system and analysis method has already been
successfully applied and evaluated in some grid corporations for decision-making
and risk preventing.
The presented work will be further developed and extended. One possible di-
rection is to develop an adapted heavy and over load forecasting model to apply in
different regions and achieving the paralleled Random Forest algorithms.
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